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THE METHOD OF CHARACTERISTICS FOR THE DETEEUMINATION OF
SUPERSONIC FLOW OVER BODIES OF REVOLUTION
AT SMALL ANGLES- OF ATTACK 1
By fkTONIO l?EZEI
SUMMARY
The method of chwactm”&ies k been applied for the deter-
mination of the wpemonic-jho properties around bodie8 of
nwolution at a wnall a~le of attack. The eyetem dereloped
caw”derg the e$ect of the rwidion of tmtTopydue to the curred
8hook and determinesa$ow that exactly eatisfiee the boundary
cmzd{t{om in the limits of the 8imp~@ca@n# a8eumed. Two
pi-aciical methd for numai+ed caloulation8are gi”rerb.
INTRODUCTION
For the determination of aerodynamic properties of bodies
of revolution at supersonic speeds, two methods have been
used: a method that uses the small-disturbances theory and
a method that uses the characteristh theory. Both methods
are successful in the determination of the flow properties for
bodies at zero szq$e of attack, but the precision of the small-
disturbancea theory deoreaees when a body of revolution at
an angIe of attack ia considered.
For bodies of revolution hming supersonic flow. every-
where, the theory of characteristics can also be used at an
engIe of attack.
The method of characteristics for the determination of the
flow field around bodies of revolution at am angle of attaok
was flcst used by Ferrari (reference 1) in 1936. Ferrari
considers the flow as potential flow end develops a method
for the anrdysis of the flow field around a body that in the
approximation of potential flovr appears to be general and
can be applied to bodies of a-y shape aud with any angIe of
attack. In the determination of the flow properties along
the first ohsracteristic surface horn which the amdysis starts,
however, Ferrari analyzes the ffow around a cone of revolu-
tion, and in tl& part of the anaIysis “only smalI vahwe of
angle of attack are considered.
~Sauer in 1942 (reference 2) considers the same ‘probIeme
and shows that, for small values of angIe of attach the
analysis of the flow field around a body of revolution can be
made by applying the characteristic-s method mly in one
meridian plane; and, therefore, Sauer uses ~haracteristic
lines in phwe of the characteristic surfaces considered by
Ferrari. Sauer, in the development of his system, is inter-
ested essentially in the am@eie of the fiow mound circular
cones; and when the method is applied to bodies of revolution
of shapes diflerenfi from cones, the boundary conditions are
no Ionger sati$eti The flow obtained from the solution
used, also at smaII angks of attack, wets a body that is ‘“n
not a body of revolution. The body can be obtained from
the ~dy of revolution considered initially by ourving its
axis of symmetry. Sauer also assumes that the flow is
potential flow= With this assumption, the flow must be
considered as potential flow for the ease of the body at zero -
angle of attaok also; therefore, all the &ect-s of entropy __
gradients are neglsoted.
The flow field around circular cones at d angles of _
attack has been analyzed in a more exact form by Stone and
Ferri. (See references 3 to 5.) In his analysis, Stone
considers the flow as rotatiomd flow and, therefore, takes
into acoount the effect of entropy gradients on the wilooity ‘“
distribution. This effeot exists only when the cone has an
mgIe of attack and, at low Mach numbers, is emaUbu~ of the ---”
stwneorder as the effecttof other psmunetera that are con--
sidered in the anaiysie. Ferri considers corpx%ly the
entropy distribution at the surface of the oone and found the
&t-ante of a vertical layer at the surface of the cone across
which the pressure does noti change although density and
.-Q
velooity change.
Here, the method of characteristics is extended to the -
analysis of the flow field around a body of re~olution at smaII ‘--
angles of attack for the case of rotational flow. The effect
of entropy gradients about bodies of revolution even at small
angks of attack can be important because the entropy
grailieuta that @t in the stream for sma.11angles of at-tack.
me due to the variation of curvature of the ahoek existing =
at zero angIe of attack also, together with the fact that the
shock surface doea not have axial symmetry with respect
to the direotion of the undisturbed velocity.
The method presented permits the determination of a
flow that in the aesuinption of smalI angIes of attack exactly
satisfies the boundary conditions and, therefore, we,ts the
body of revolution considered. This method is given in a
form that permits its application to practical problems and “
requires either numerical or numerical and graphical calcu-
lations of the same type as the calculations used fof the ““
analysis of the tlmv hround bodies at zero angIe of attack.
The method can be applied to cases in which the entropy ““
variations can be negleoted or are zero. In th~e cases the
terms. that ixmtain the entropy variations become zero. –
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SYMBOLS
cylindrical coordinate (fig. 1)
pohir coordinates (fig. 8)
local velocity (function of x, y, t?)
velocity components in cylindrical coordi-
nates (u tilong z-axis, v along y-axis, and
w norrmd to meridian plane)
-velocity components in polar coordinat~
(o, along r, on normal to r in meridian
plane, and w normal ti meridian plane)
limiting velocity corresponding to adiabatic
expansion to zero pressure
pressure
density
ratio of specific heat5
‘Peed ofsomd(a’+
angle of attack of body
‘fa&mg]e(sh’=3 “
angle between velocity V and x-axis --
angle between the axis of the cone tangen~
to the shock and the axis of the body
angle at the apex of the cone tangent to the
shock
tangents to the characteristic surfaces in
the meridian plane O= Constant
velocity component normal to the shock
Surfaw
velotijy component along the generatrix of
the cone tangent to the shock
vdocity component tangent to the cross
section of the cone tangent to the shock
angIe between the tangent to the shock
and the axis of the body
entropy variation for unit mass
normaI to the streamline in the pIane
e=comtant
norrnaI to the surface of the shock
coefficients defined by equations (24)
coticient defined by equation (4I ) .
coefficient defined by equation (45)
Ccdlicients defined by equations (55)
coefficients defined by equations (60)
radius of the hodograph diaevam
free-stream flow quantlitie9
flow quantities for the condition of zero
angle of attack
flow quantitie9 related to the efTect of
angle of attack as defined in equations
(6) and (11)
. .
w
FIGUREl.—Cyllndricalwotinates and ccmspondlngvolochymmpnrmnts.
The prime (’) represents quan~lties in front of the shock
and the double prime (“) represents quan[it ies Mind the
shock.
EQUATIONOF MOTION FOR FLOW AROUNDA BODY OF
REVOLUTIONAT A SMALLANGLEOF ATTACK
Consider a cyIindr&l coordinate systcri in which the
x-axis is coincident with the axis of the body of rovolut ion,
the y-axis is normal to the z-axis in any meridian plane, and
the position of every meridian plane is defined by tha ang]c
d measured with respect to the meridian pIane tht contains
the direction of the undisturbed velocity (fig. 1].-
Euler’s equations of motion for steady flow in cylindrical
coordinatw. are
The contiguity equation in cylindrical coordinates can be
expressed in the form
(2)
whereas the law of conservation of energy can be writhm in
the form
7
(
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If the density is eliminated from equation (2) by means of
equations (1) and (3) and the quantity a is introduced as
defined by .
the folIowing equation can be obtained:
%(’-$)+%(’-%%(’-$)+;-
(4)
In t-hisanalysis ordy- small angles of atti”ck fl be con-
sidered, and, therefore, only the first-order efFect of the
@e of attack wiU be determined; whereaa, the qu.amtities
of, t-hesame or higher order &m the square of the angle of
attack will be neglected. In this approximation the velocity
ccmponenta of the flow arourid the body can be expressed
in the following form (references 1 to 4):
U=ul+aui Cose (5a)
U=vl+fxva Cose (Sb)
W=awt sin 6 (5C)
where u, v, and WIme functions of. the three coordinate%x, y,
and O;whereas Ul, al, up, %, and w’ me tictions OdY of the
coordinates z and y of any meridisn phme. The quantity a
is the angle of attack of the body, the quentitiea with sub-
script I are the quantities existing at the position (z, y) for
tha body considered at zero ang’leof attack &tthe same Ma&
number, and the quantities with subscript 2 are functions
that tske into account the tiect of mgle of attack.
It will be shown in the following considerat-io.mthat the
form assumed in equations (s) for the docity components
permits the boundary conditions to be satisfied in the simpli-
fications assumed. For smsU angles of attack- equation (4)
becomes
%(’-%3+%(’-:3+;-(%+2)%+%=” “)
Equation (6) is simhr in for& to the corresponding
“equation for the case of the body at zero angle of attack and
diilersonly in the term~~ horder to analyze the differences
between this expression and the expression for the axial
s.mnrnetricalcase and in order to obtain another relation that
&&es the quantity w, the relation between rotation
flow and entropy gradient will now be introduced.
of the
Between rotation of flow and entropy the following relation
exists:
Cud vxv=~ ~R grad S (7)
or for small angles of attack
%3=-”(:-3 -“ “a)
(Sb)
.-
‘Q(&i%)+Y”G-a “c)y ao YR
If n is the nom@ in the meridian plane 8= Constant, to ‘
the local tangent tb the streamline, then -
as mV asu
——.
‘=–2iF7+ay van
‘$”(%-3 (9)
whereas from equation (SC], wben equations (5) are used,
it follows that .
Therefore, &e entropy cm be ~ressed in the form -
.
AS= AS1+-a.AS2. --6’ (llj
where A5’1and A& are functioDEonly of x and y. Equation
(11) is did outside of the vorticaI layw existing at-the
surface of the body (see reference 5); wheress the entropy
at the surface of the body is cmstant emd equil to -the.
value existing at the catical tip. Because no pressure
gradient exiata across the vorticd layer, the pressure wiII
be determined outside of the layer and equation (11] will
be used in aII the flow field. The presence of the Iayer must
be considered for the veIocity and density distribution at
the surface of the body. At the surface of the body the -
entropy is constant and ecpial tQASl-a ASg. (TIM meridian
phme 6=0 is defined as in tlgure 1.) From equation (11)
it resuhs
Equation (6) cm be written in the following form
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Equation (13) together with equation (12) defiries the law
of motion of the flow around the body at small angles of
attack. These equations will be used as a basis for the cal-
culation of the flow field by the method of characteristics
to be treated in a subsequent section.
CONDITIONS AT THE SHOCK FRONT
Equatisms (5) and (11) represent a stream that wets a
body of revolution at a small angle of attack. In order to
satisfy the boundary conditions at the surface of the body,
the functions uS, W, and m must be properly selected.
Equations (5) and (11) must, however, satisfy the boundary
conditions at the shock surface also in order to be a solution
of the problem. It is necessary, therefore, to show that a
shock surface a exist across which the undisturbed stream
inclined at a with respect to the axis of the body is tr~
formed into a flow represented by equations (5) and (11).
In order to show that the shock boundary conditions can
be satisfied, the following procedure will be employed. A
shock surface distorted in a manner to be deactibed is
assumed. Then, the free-stream velocity ahead of the shock
‘ will be resolved iah three ccmponente: ONnormal to the
shock in the plane t9=Constant, o= tangent to the shock in
the plane 8=Conetant, and w perpendicular to the phme
O=Constant. Similarly, the flow behind the shock wilI be
resolved into three components. In addition, each com-
ponent of the flow behind the shock will be divided into two
terms: one term for zero angle of attack and one term for
the difference due to the angle of attack (for example,
U=ul+- auq Cos 6)-. Then, the conditions of equilibrium at
the shock will be impoied, and it will be shown that the
terms W, o*, and WZat the shock are independent of o when
th~ angle of attack is snmll as initially assumed; hence, the
distorted shock is consistent with the tleld of flow behind it.
Such a shock surface can be obtained by deforming the shock
surface produced by the body \vhen the angle of attack a
is zero in the fo~owing way (fig. 2):
When a=O, the shock mrf~ce is a surface of revolution
in axis with the body; therefcire, if OP,OP’ is the curve
intersection of the shock with the meridian plane 8= O,
then for a= O the tangent AQ at any point Q of the curve
OP is the generatrix of a circular cone having the ve.rtaxat
a point A of the axis and tangent rdong the circle QQf to the
shock surface. The shock surface, therefore, can be consid-
ered as a surface envelope of circuk cones having the axis
coincident with the axis of the body but having variable
U+o
FIGURE2.-TIM shcwkswfwe at a.O and u#O.
cone angle and variable position of the apex A along the
“axisAB of the body. For the case of a# Othe shock surface
is not a surface of revolution but can still be coneidcrcdj
for small angles of attack, as the envelope of tho same
circular cones considered for the c~e a=O. These cones
have the same apem and the same cone angles as the csscs
for a=O but do not have the axis of symmetry AB coincident
with the axis of the body AB although they aro rotated in
the plane 0=0 with respeck to the body axis. The angle
~, t~~h which each ~fi of the conm m~~ rotate ill tl~c
plane 19=0 with respect to the axis of the body, is noL
constant but varies for each cone considmed. For mample,
the cone AQQ’ tangent to the shock surface for a=O, when
a # O, must be rotated by an angle q to the position AQIQI’;
the axis AB1 remains in the plane 8=0.
The shock surface so generatid is consistent with tho flow
represented by equations (5) and (11), and this can be shown
in the foilowing way:
Consider a point P of the shock produced by the body at,
an angle of attack, and consider the cone tangent to the
shock at the point P (fig. 3). Call u the semiangle of the
cone with respect to its axis of symmetry. The axis of this
cone is inclined at an angle q with respect to the axis of the
body and lies in the plane 0=0.
The uniform velocity VOahead of the shock is decomposed
in the three components: %’ in the direction PB normal to
the shock, n=’ in the direction AP along the generatrix of tha
cone, and w’ in the direction normal to the plane APB.
These components are, at small angles of attack,
t’N’=vo Sill C–~70(~–9) COSC COS8 (14a)
w’=— VO(a–q) sin O (14C)
Strictly, in equations (14) # must be written in place of y;
but, for small angles of attack in equations (14), the differ-
ence between # and 8 can be neglected. Indaed,
1
+=a+e’
where ~@ of the order of a, and 8’ differs from Oby a quantity
of the order of a.
..
A
Axisof synmefry of the cone ..’ ~
fangenf to fh shock._-----”- ; A
‘Lb-isof the body
FIGURE3.–The velwity mmpouentsin frontci and Wd thetik.
BODIES OF IKEVOLUTIOX AT SMAI& ANGLES OF ATTACK
The veIoci@ components behind the shock are (@.3)
t)/ ‘ =U sin r—v Cos u+! Cost?(l)sin C+U cm u) (15a)
‘%’l=U CCS IJ+V Sin U+~ COS 8(V COS u—U & U) (15b)
Wtr=w+q(u-l.-cot u) Srnd (15C)
where u, v, and w are the velocity components behind the
shock in cyIindricsI coordinates in axis with the body at the
point P considered.
The velocity components u, v, and w at the point P can be
expressed in the form given by equations (5), in which the
components ZC1and h are the quantities obtained at the point
P for the condition of CY=Oand are direct functions only of
sand y. The point P, however, is a point of the shock, and ite
coordinates x and y change when the coordinate 8 changes;
therefore, the velocity components w and v, at P also change
with 131.In order to separate the part of the components u,
a, and w dependent.on 8 from the part independent of 8, the
velocity components u and m at P will now be expressed as a
function of the flow properties at a point P, near P, haying a
constant vaIue of z ad y for every value of 6.
Now, it has been assumed that the angle of the cone u
tangent to the she@ at the pohit P is equal h tie a@e of the
cone tangent to the shock for the condition of zero @e of
attack at the point PI (6g. 4). The point PI is obtained on
tbe shock by rotating the cone APQ. tangent to the shock for
the condition a=O through an angIe T around the ads AN
normal to the phne 6=0 at tbe apex .A of the cone. Because
for the condition of zero angle of attack the velocity com-
ponents UI and m me independent of the coordinate O, the
velocity components UI and VIat P (zP,yp) (@. 4) are equal
to the velocity cumpcments at P&,y=) ‘in
Therefore, if AN is the distance PZPI,
()
*AN“ %=u%+ bN PI
‘ a’ul ~
()
‘~p= ‘@ TN ~1
where (fig. 4)
~~y ‘Plq Cos 8
Cos u
Substituting equations (5), (16), and (17)
results in
the plane APIC.
(16a)
(16b)
(17)
in equations (15)
v~m=(ul Sin U—VI Cos U)pl+ a Cos 8(U2 sin U—vz cm C)PI+
q Cos 8(W Ces r+ VIsin C)PL+
(-Cose%@-%= =).l (Ma)
arm=(ul cos r+m sin U)pl+ct cm d(w cos Cr+v2sin rr)P1—
q Cos8(UIsin u—t?~CosU)p.l+
d’=OW2p1 sin e+7iu1—th ~tu)pl SiU e (18c)
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For the condition of zero angle of attack at PI “
~N1”=uISill r—VL cm U
‘uT=a=thCOSLT+VI Sill C
and for .$hecondition of the equilibrium at
angle of attack
Vo cos a= @m
(19a)
(19b) ““
the shock at zero
(20a)
.,
At the point P for t-hecase of a small angle of attack
~21a)
(21b)
If equations (19) are used, equations (L8a) and (18b) can
be written in the form
.
(V.N’’)p=(VN;)Pl+ ~ cos ~(VN:)pL+~ cm @(~T:)P,+ -
Xplq
“f )
t@ltt
cm o-Cos e MV p=
Therefore, tim equations (14), (2o), Ud (21),
–(a–q)vo Cos 0-(vN:)p,+
,
(a–+v,sin ff=(o,:?p, Ct-dvlv;)p,+
(22a)
—,
(22b}
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(23a)
(%).,=+[-’(%)(’-:)””“+
(’-:)(%),,-:’’’”-:2+(%).1
(%)p:-(l-:)+(-”’+~:cOtu)pl: (23b)(23c)
In equations (23) the coordinate 0 does not appear; there-
fore, for the shock considered the functions W, %, and w
are independent of tl,end equations (5) represent a flow con-
dition in agreement with the conditions at the shock.
The ratio q/a which appears in equations (23) is ~depend-
ent of a; therefore, for.a given point PI, q/a remains constant
in all the range of angle of @tack in which the simplifka-
tions assumed are valid. (Indeed, %, u2, and W2are also
independent of the angle of attack (equations (5)). The
values of Q, %, m, and q/a must therefore be detedned
only for one value of the angle of attack.
METHOD OF CHARACTERISTICSFOR FLOW AROUND A
BODYOF REVOLUTIONAT A SMALLANGLEOF ATTACK
In this section the method of charackwistics is applied to
equation (13) to wtablish equations which will permit the
flow field behind the shock to be calculated by a point-by-
pcint process. If the flow is anywhere supersonic, equations
(12) and (13) permi~ the deter&nation of the flow around
a body of revolution at a smalI angle of attack by using the
method of characteristics. Equation (13) can be written in
the following form: .—
where
H= I –$
L= I –$ ,—-.
t’
(24)
K=–? -.
lf @is the a@e between the velocity V.md the z-axis and o
is the Mach angle,
~m ~= -
u“”-
Sin /3=;
or for small angb of atmck
and
‘b P=&
The tangent to the line intersection
—--
.-
of a characteristic
surface wi& the meridian plane 0= Constant is
where X. is the tangent to a line corresponding to t.h~chm-
acteristic surface of the first family and h is the tangent to n
line corrwponding to the characteristic surface of the second
family. The terms A. and A*are solutiohs of the equations
(reference 6)
H??-2KA+L=0 (26)
Because+, v, V, and a can be considered to be given by an
equation of the type of equations (5), # and P can also be
Writtenfi the form
4=$$,+ a@2Cose
@~l%+@l cog ~
Th characteristic surfaces are not, therefore, surfaces of
revolution bu~ cn be obtained, as was true for the case of the
shock, as an envelope of circular cones with their apexes a~
the axis of the body and their mis of symmetry in lhc plane
t?=Oand inclined with the axis of the body.
The determination of the u and u @mponents of tk
velocity imany point of the flow can be obtained from equa-
tion (13) by performing a transformation in order to obtain
a law of variation along the characteristic lines (reference 6).
Indeed, for every point of any meridian plane (for example,
of the meridian plane 8=0, or 6= r} two charackrist.ic lines
can be obtained as the intersection of two characteristic sur-
faces with the meridian plane. AJong these lines the varia-
tion of the u and v velocity components is determined by tho
equations of characteristics that can be derived from equa-
tion (13). Assume that at two points 1?, and T’j (fig. 5) of
the meridian plane 6= Comta.nt (for example, 13=0, or d= r)
the velocity componen~ are known. From equations (25)
the tangents to the characteristic surfaces in this meridian
plane can be drawn and the velocity components u and u at
the pcigt P*, intersection -of the two tangents, can bc ob-
tained in the first approximation.
The equations of characteristics can be obtained by
analyzing equation (13) along the characteristic lines given
by equation (25) in the following way: If du and do are the
variations along the characteristic lines,
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equation (9))
(27a)
(27b)
If equations (27a) and (27b) sre substituted in equation (13)
and equation (26] is used, along the characteristic line of
the fit family defined by
@–A==tan (p++)
dx–
(28a)
there results
and along the charactfitic line of the second family defined
by
‘~–h,=tan (I&-+?)
z–
(28c)
there result9
Equations (28b) and (28d) contain the term ~, but at
mnd angles of athok
. aw WW
--j Cos 9=: cot L9
@=
cd, therefore, ~ is known at the points PI and Ps. The
vrdue of the en&Jpy is AC known at the points PI and P, and,
therefore, the value of ~ can be determined (reference 6)
(29)
From equations (28) and (29] tbe values of u amdZIcan be
determined in the tit approximation for the point P3. In
order h determine the value of w at Ps, the following Proce-
dure cm be used:
II s is the projection of the stmwnline in the meridian
plane considered (fig. 5) and Ps is a point near PI and PZ,
.
=awz D awt u—.
a~ T+ ax v .-
or from equation (12)
aw, ma+ t)v+w2_sin= ~VASZ
x=– yv YRII (30)
NTOW(&. 5)
and
Therefore, .
The WLIues of u, U,w, AiS,-ul,%, and ASl are how-n at the
points PI and PZ; therefore, the vsluea of G, v2,w2, and A&
at the same points can be calculated from equations (5) and
(11). (The values of u,, w,, and A& at those points me
known horn the determination of the flow for ti=O.) There-
fore, from equations (3o) to (33) the mdue of w at P~ can
be determined.
After the mdocitj components u, W,and w at Pahave been
determined in the &at approximation, a second approxima-
tion can be determined by sssuming the average values
between the corresponding values at the points Pzand P~or PI
and Pa for all the coefficients. After the veIocity components
at a point P8have been obtained, the veIocity components at
any other point having the same x and y coordinates as
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Pa but a diiferent coordinate 0 can be calculated from
equations (5).
For practical cahxdations, equations (28) oan be trtma-
formed in the folIowing form:
&=tan (/?+$)
. )~–d @tan13-[(~* tanfs–
sin’ B dS
1
sin /3—.
7R dn cos (&t#) ‘X=o
X,=tan (dq9) ‘
.
~+d+ tan f?–
[( )‘$+y~ad
— tanfl+
1
Sinzfl diS’ eiij3—. dx=o
7R dn cos ($1-19)
and
+= f#ll+al#qCos 6’
where
and
v= vi-f- ~vs cose
where
V2=U2 cm 4L+z12 sin 41
(34a)
(34b)
(34C)
(34d)
{34s)
(35)
(36)
(37)
(38]
At the surface of the body outside of the vortieal layer the
cahlations are similar to the case of zero angIe of attack
bemuse the entropy at the surface of the body is Imown
in every meridian plane and the value of d is given. Equa-
tion (34e) gives the wriation of WZalong the body outside of
the layer; therefore, the value of m can be obtained directIy
from another point on the body in the same meridian pIane.
At the surface of the shock tie system of calculations is
sindar to the system for mm aggle of attack. In figure 6
the point Ps is at tie intersection of the tangents to the fit
characteristic myfkce at P, and to the shook at I?9 in the
meridian plane 8= Constant. The equations of the shock
and equation (34b) must be vtied at Pg,whichis assumed
as a point of the shook in the first approximation. “
In the plane 8=0, w is zero and the values of V, AS, and
# behind the shock are functions oDIy of the vslue of s2;and
for any value of ~, the values of V, AS, and @ oan be
obtained from the equations of the shock
em (S&a) v v/vr
——=— (39a)Cos ((l+) vi Vllm
1
[
. T* M; ‘
tan (@–a) 2 M? sin2(Q—+1 1
–1 tan (Q–a) (39b)
e-oY Shock fora+o
I vPs
sha%r#b-cY-o
WP3
- -
Axisof the My
Rou’m 6.—Determfn8ttonofa po!ntof the shock
As= %’0~.’(+Y’’[M”2A2’a-a’- ,
7— 1
–1[
1
1
~—l 7
27 +—M? sin’ (Q–a) 2 (39C}
and
. ..-
== I+-&&
VI (wd} - “
If the plane 6=7 is considered, the sign of a in equations (39)
must be reversed.
From equations (39) the values of V md AS can be deter-
mined es a functiori of @; then${ and ~ es a function of #
can be evakated. hTow,if 4PIis the direction of the velocity
at PI, the velocity at Pa d have the direction
I$P8=4P1+M
Therefore, the veIocity at PS must correspond to a deviation
aoross the shock of $P8—a and can be exprwmd as
where V&l ia the dooity behind the shock corresponding
to the direction $Px. In a similar way,
Therefore, equation (34b) at the point PI becomes
K 1 )sin4, W2acos0 sin~tanp 1 dz+Y $rV Cos(p++) ~
[ ~’pL-A’pl+(w+.:’l* =o” ’40)
h equation (40), A@ is the only unknown and, therefore,
can be detwxnined. From the value of t#Ithe value of flp~
‘
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and thevalue of J7P~can be determined; a second approxhna-
tion for the petition of Pa and its value of the veloci~ can
be CaIcukted if the corresponding average values between
P. and PI are dssumed for ~, P, and all the coefHcienta of
equ@on (40).
The value of w at P can be ob~ined from equation (23c)
inwhich nisgivenbyfigure6 as
where q=~—r for 6=0 and n=u—fl for 6=7. The value of
u corresponding to the point Pf on the shock for a=O is
given by the relation
~d YpA=.f(UFA)is the curve that represents the shock for a=O
PRACTICALAPPLICATIONOF THE CHARACTERISTIC
SYSTEM
GRAPHICALhTMHUCAL MZTEOD
The analytical part of the characteristic system used for
de~ the flow field about a body of revolution at an
angle of attack is simiIar to the system used for a body of
revolution at zaro angle of attack. (reference 6), but the
practical numerhd application is slightly more involved.
In equation (34e) the values of V, and @ must be Imown
in order to determine the value of wzand mud be detitied
from equations (37), (36), and (11), where the vahms of VI
and A& are considered lmown in the entire flow field and
given by the determination from thi case of zero angle of
attack. k the practical case, however, the values of VI,
q%,ud AJ%have been obtained with the characteristic system
only in a finite number of points at the intersections of the
characteristic net, and the characteristic net for the caseof
zero angle of attack ia diilerent from the net used for the
case of a body with a small angle of attack. Ii order,
therefore, to obtain the vakes of VI and A& at the inter-
sections of the characteristic Iines for the case with a given
amgleof attack, a Iengthy irkerpolation of the values 1’, and
A.& wouId be necessary if the two characteristic nets for
zero angle of attack aud for a given angle of attack were
constructed independently.
In order to reduce the numerical work to a minimum, the
two folIowing methods can be used, the first of which is
practical when a graphical numerical calculation ia per-
formed, whereas the second can be more convenient when
automatic computing macbims are used.
In both casea the calcdationa start with the determination
of the flow at an angle of attack around a cone when the
body considered is a pointed-nose body of revolution or with
the determination-of the shock at’ the lip of the body if the
bodyia an open-nose body of revolution. (The tangent to the
shock at the lip can be determined with the two-dimensional
theory.) The flow around a cone at an angle of attack
has been determined and tabulated in referepce 3; whereas “
the flow for zero angle of attack has been tabulated in
reference 7. A different method for det~ *e flOW”‘“—
around a circular cone at an imgle of attack is given in the
appendix. It can be assumed, therefore, that the flow along
the tit chamckistic line of the fit femity at the end of
the conical region in the plene O=Constant (for example,
13=r) ia known (@. 7).
For the practical numerical calculations a value of the
angIe of attack must be selected. In order to obtain higher
precision, it ia convenient to select a relatively high value of
th~ tingle of attack because in this way the differences be-.
tween V and VI d AS and A& are Iarge and, therefore, can
be determined with sufficient precision.
UsuaIIy, when the delamination of the flow field for the
case of zero angle of attack is made with a graphical numeri-
cal proc-, in order to avoid numerical errors of cornputa- -
tions, the value of the intensity and @ection of the veloci@
are plotted as a function of the position aIong the character-
istic lines for both families of characteristic lines. The
veIocity distribution mid the entropy-variation disbibution
along the characteristic lines and along the surface of the
body for the case of zero angle of attack can therefore be
cmeidered Imown- If the distribution ia not give% the
valuek of VI and A& “must be determined as a function of z
along each chaxqcteristic line of a given family (for example,
of the second family) aIong the body.
Then the construction of the characteristic net for the
selected tingle of attack must start by drawing the first
characteristic line PJ’2PSover the design of the characteristic
net for zero angle of attack (fig. 7).
From equationa (34c), (34d), end (34e) the flow at PI can be -–.
determined. From P, and P, the point Pa can be obtained
in the first approximation as the intersection of the tangerits
at PZ and PI to the characteristic lines. By using equations
(34b), (34d), end (29), V, +, and AS can be obtained in P,
Chorocteristinet b u smu[fongleofoffack
‘-–––– Churocterish&net forzero angleofcn%ck
FIGUBEi.—SCb3lW Ofthi?ChSI%C&19tkUEt.
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as for the case of zero angle of attack (refenmce 6). From
‘v ‘4 d AS along the line P,P8 the values
‘he ‘afiations z’ z’ m G?Z
of V, +, and A&’at the point Pi can be obtained, where Pi
iz obtained from the intersection of the characteristic line
PIP*with a characteristic line of the second family in the net
for zero angle of attack. At the point P~, Vl, ASI, and 41are
known and, therefore, ~, ~7Z,AS9, and w can be obtained.
From the values obtained from the flint approximation a
second ,approximation can be obtained. From P1 and Ps
the point Pa can be determined in a similar way, and the
flow at P, can be cahmlated. By proceeding in a similar
way, all the flow fieId can be analyzed.
NUMERICALMETHOD
The equation of motion (13) can be transformed by means
of equations (5) and (11) in a system of equations that
permits a numerical determination of the quantitim Va, 6,
and A&. This system is numerically more involved;
however, the characteristic net determined for zero angle of
attack is used. For a smaIlangle of attack,
1
[ 1=4 1+% (%%+mug) a Cos e2 al
wI)we
~ (u,u,+u,v,)=~ v,v+j
Therefore,
+-+ (1 +Aa COSt?)
Substituting equations (5) in equations (6)
following expression if higher-order terms
~=./j
v,– (41)
results in the
are neglected:
Because the left-hand side of equation (42) must be zero
for the conditions at zero mgle of attack,
(43)
FOR AERONAUTICS
where
(=w’”a:~’v’ (44)
or, from equations (9) and (36),
Z3VI2ug+u1A ?)Vl 2U2+V;A $2V, ZX31Q= –VI~ ~,, ‘VI~,—-a;r——‘~ ~ “
(45)
The value of all the coefficients at the points P, and P, in
a v, a V]
equation (43) can be considered known because ~ and —
a~
can be considered known from the calculations for the case
of zero angle of attack. Therefore, equation (43) can be
considered an equation in which the characteristic lines are
equal to the characteristic lhm for zero angle of attack”
aUa aua
because the coefllcienta of the partial derivatives —] —Iax ay
au% &v%—~ and — are the same in both cases. Thus,
ax a~
(46a)
(46b)
Equation (43) can be transformed by introducing tho
as,
entropy gradient.~ and the equation of motion akmg each
character&ic line can be obtained. From cquations (9)
and (11) by means of equations (5) and (37), the following
relation can be obtained:
(bs,+aiy ) UI+?)aa COS 9=— ——ax hx aCose VI+ 17sacos I?+
or, for smaIl angles of attack,
as afi a8%a coB ~+
–—+% [
as,
%—an,
——az (V9vS—UIYJ+
(47)
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, From equations (36) snd (38)
Ug=v!Cos rjl-42vLsin41 (48a)
Ds=V2sin 411+42VLCosk (48b)
and
Z?,=vl sin h
u~= VI Cos &
Therefore,
-g (fl,v,-o*v,)+* (U2vrul-lz)
Because the term in parentheses on the right-hand side of
this equation repre9ente the variation of entropy along the
stieadine, which is zero, equation (47) becomes
(49)
Then, from equations (9], (41), and (49)
auz auz al= asz———. —
–-G2+A)%%’50)ax ay TRV1hl
The equations of motion along the characteristic lines de-
fied by equations (46) can be obtained by metme of trme-
formations similar to those of equations (27) and are
du,+?iti dvg+D, dz=o (53)
~,,_dy_tu &B1)
dz
(54)
where
In equations (51) and (53) the coefficients ~1 and ~~
avl ati ~ that must be obtainedcontain the derivatives —ax @
from the analysis of the case with zero angle of attack.
&row,for every poin~ P the variation of VI slong the charac-
teristic line of the first family for the csse of zero angle of
attack is
d V,(–) av, av,dz Lh=~+k,= @- (56a)
whereas along the characteristic line of the second family
(56b)
At every point P given by the intersection of two charac-
teristic fines Ah and klb in the chsracterietic net, the vaba
(a. and(%)..me hmown, having been obtained
from the evaluation of the following equations (reference 5):
(57a)%kl==tm (01+/31)
z–
(–)
1 dVl d$,
()
—tan PI ~ —
sin&sinp~tan@ll
K dz k. Cos(@l+~J *
dS, I Sinjlll——
dn, T-RCOS(@,+~,) =0 (57b)
(57C) -dY–hu=tm (h–l%)
z–
Therefore, the values
can be calculated directly for every point of intersection of
the characteristic line (equaticms (57a) and (57c)).
After substitut~~ the expressions of equations (48) and _
(58) in equations (51) and (53] after some simpIiflcat-ions
and b5gonometzic transformations, the following equations -” ~
can be obtained:
dy
Xk===tfm (&+/9,) (59a) “-”
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‘s’ hnvo lxx!nThe coefficients Al and & and the value of ~
determined for the flow at zero anglo of ntt.ackand
ds, 8,,,–s,,,
%=
[(%-%) ‘in PI “1Cos(41—/91) P~
(Gl)
The practical use of equations (59) is idcmt.icsdto the mu
of the corresponding equations (57) for the case of zero
angle of. attack. (See reference.6.)
CONCLUDINGREMARKS_
The method of. charac.teristimhas bwn applied to boc!ics
of revolution at a small angle of attark. Ouly lhc iilat-
orcler cffeets of the angle of attack lMVClxwn considered.
The system developed takes into account the cfTwtYof the
entropy variations on the flow phcnonwna and drtcmuincs a
flow that exactly satties the boundary condition withill
the limits of the simplifications msumd.
The application of the method to practical problems has
been discussed and two systems are given. The first mc{hod
is numerical and analytical and rcquims less mlmmical
computation but requires the construction of anothw char-
acteristic net; whereas the second method is only uumprical
and uses the characteristic net tind some of the numwicd _
computht ions made for the calculntious for zero anglr of
attack.
bNGLEY AERONAUTICAL LABORATORY,
~A~NAL ADVISORY COMMITTEE FOR AERONAUTICS,
LLNGLEY FIELD, VA., Norember i%?,1948,
APPENDIX
DETER.MINATION OF FLOW PROPERTIES AROIHWI A CIRCULAR CO.N31AT A SMALL K.XGLE OF ATTACK
&mme a polar coordinate system r,$,f?. Call v, the
docity in radial direction, r, the velocity in norrmd direction
to r in the meridian pkne t?= Constant, and w the compo~ent
normal to the meridian plane (fig. 8); that is,
dr
“=m
r d+
“T
~=r d# sin #
dt
If the phenomenon is conicaI,
.
g=o
w_.
F—
*= o
ai-
~herefore, lhler’s equations are
(62a)
0= abn—— : ?3+L ?P+vr”HQ’ cot #
r a++r~+ao pra~ =0 (62b)r
(f3~c)
The continuity equation is
2pvrsin++vasin@&+P sin +%+
ap awV.pCosw-w ~~=o (63)
and the energy equation is
%
\ /’”
w
v=
A
Axis of fhs coordi~e systsrn
Combining
FIGCMS.—PIJLUimdhatfs and vehfiy mmponeuk
equations (62) to (64) results in ‘ ‘
won ( at3= aw coF Sin+ae a+)—— (65)
For small anglw of attack the velooi& components can
be expressed in the form (references 1 and 3)
“vr=DTl+@,2 cm 8
fla=Vnl+M% cos e
}.
(66)
W=crw’ sine
when the second- and higher-order terms of the aagle of
attack have been negIected. Equation (65] at smaII angks
of attack becomes
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The shock is a circular conical shock having its axis incIined
at an angle ~ with the axis of the cone. The qnantitiw with
subscript 1 are the quantities corresponding to the case of
zero angle of attack. (Indeed, the cone is a particular body
of revolution and, therefore, the considerations m,ade for
the case of bodies of revolution are sti.1.yalid.)
From equations (62a), (62b), and (64b), there results at
smalI angles of attack
In the meridian plane f7=Ccmstant, therefore, the transfor-
mation behind the shock is isentmpic for small angles of
attack. If —d% sin 9 is theva~tion of entropy in a direc-
tion normal to the meridian plane f?=Constant (reference 5),
as’q= —aAS2 sin e
an $ afl
where A& is constant and independent of # outside of the
vertical layer. From equations (62c) and (64a)
–$m=va~shl !J+w2(v, sin!J+va cm #)+ Wr,+tht2q
(68)
If the variation of entropy is small and the term A& can be
neglected, equation (68) becomes
Equation (67) can be written in the following form:
(v~+w+)=-’-cot“-a%fle“(70)
By use of equation (67) and by considering the conditions.
for zero angle of attack, equation (7o) becomes
(“,+%9(’-3
Equations (68), (70), and (71) permit the determination
of the flow around the cone at an angle of attack by means of
a step-by-st.ap calculation when the calculation for a= O
has been performed. Consider the hodograph plane UO,
and consider the variation of velocity components or and Vn
in a meridian plane 6= Constant (fig. 9). Assume that for
a given vrdue of $~ and 19~the velocity components v,, Vn,and
‘1
t
e
e
a
;
c
(
t
c
c
v
c~
o
-u
Q=
Qb
FIOUBE9.—Thobodographdiagmm.
u are known. Point P=of the hodograph diagram rcprescnta
he velocity vector OPC corresponding to the velocity at
wery point of the space of coordinate ~= in the plane
L= Cotitant; whereas OQ. represents the values of (uJPd
md QJ?a represent.s the values of (a,)p-. Flow, the radius of
:urvature Ra of the hodograph diagram is aIong the line
JJ?a and has a value given by (reference 1)
md, therefore, can be determined from equation (70). At
?0 the values of v~land V*Iare known from the calculation
‘or a=O; therefore, av~zand C@%can be determined from
quations (66). Equation (71) can be used in place of
quation (70) in the folIowing way: The vectors OQC and
~al?. represent the values of v% and W,gaL l?.; the vector OP.
I the hodograph diagram gives the values of 1~~;therefore,
“.=(vr,+%’)%“
an be obtained from equation (71).
NOW“iii any point P. the radius R., given from equation
70), or the radius l?~c, given from equation (71), is known;
herefore, from the quantities at P= the quantities at I?hof
oordinate ~~=$a+ A+ can be obtained by constructing a
ircle of center C= (where CCPC=R@ or R2G)through tho point
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P= until the point P, along the line CIP, which is a straight
Inaemuch as the values of a, and V. at Pa have been ob-
tained, the values of V,2 and Vfiz can be determined by
differences horn the vahms for a=O with the use of equa-
tions (66). (If equation (71) is used, the vahma of a,~ and
v% are obtained directly.) WiEh equation (68) the value
of ‘Z can be cahda.ted at Pa, and t-he value of wz at Pb
w
can be obtained. Indeed, @ is coimtant and has been
determined from the conditions at the shock. In a similar
way, all the hodograph diagram can be constructed. If
necessary, for every point P~ a second approximation can
be determined.
The calculation of all the flow field must start at the shock.
For the calculations it is convenient to choose a coordhiate
s-ystem having the * of the conical shock as the axis of
polar coordinates. In this case, the velocity components
v,, a., and w behind the shock cm still be expressed in the
form of equations (66). Indeed, from equations (15) and (19),
=v~+(-l)v.2=cos e (72a)
=ar**+(e??)%2# Cos e (72b)
( IqWa=a sin 0 w~—- — 8=1)sln#LY ~
=(ct-q}w,# sine (72C)
where v=,, w,,, and w, are the components referred to the
axis of the conicaI shock, whereas the components orb,’v.*,
and wa are referred to the axis of the body. Indee& ~/tY
is constant.
The calculations start at the shock. After determining
the flow field for zero angle.of attack, the angIe of the conical
shock ~, is known and the velocity components v% and m,,
with respect to the axis of the shock for every value of # are
aIso known. In order to determine the flow for the case of
a small angle of attack, the direction of the undisturbed
velocity must be rotated at a smdi angle a—q with respect to
t-heaxis of the shock (fig. 10). The value assumed for a—q
ties the value of a for which the calculations are performed.
(This value of a is not yet km-n but is obtained as a result
of the calculation.)
0=0
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For a unitary value of a–q, the component w,,behind the
shock can be determined from equation (14b) (V,t=V,’)
and t-he component w,, from equation (14c) (w’ =wa);
whereas v=, can be determined from eqnation (21a)
(vm,= –v~”) and w~’ is given by equation (14a). The value
of entropy (a— T)ASZcm d can aIso be determined from the
equation of the shock, for ezxunple, from the difference
between AS and A.SI. When u,,, v%, %=, and A& are known
behind the shock, all the flow field can be obtained by means
of equations (68) and (70) or (71). The hodograph diagram _
can be constructed, for example, in the plane 13=T.
The axis u has been chosen in the direction of the undis-
turbed velocity for-zero angle of attack that corresponds to
-—
the axis of the shock for a=O. For a the undisturbed ve-
Iocity has been rotated at a–~ with respect to the u-aiis
(fig. 10); therefore, the axis of the shock has not been changed.
The velocity OP. behind the shock of figure 9 must be decomp-
osed into (1) a component P=Q=inclined at ~, and correspond-
, if equation (71)ing to v,=if equation (70) is used or to W*
is used and (2) a component OCQ=corresponding to v~~or o% .
In this way, the values of v,, and on, that m~t be used&
equations (68), (7o), and (71) are the vaks obta.iued from. ._
the calculations for zero angle of attack at the same value ,
of * (that is, *=*= for PJ. Because the calculations start
at the shock, the construction of the hodograph diagram
must be performed in the direction of decreasing dues of $.
.
.
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At the surface of the body for 0= u, the component zJ~
must be zero; therefore, when the radius of the hodograph
diagram passes at the origin of coordinates u and v, the cor-
rixponding value of x is equal to 40+ v where #0 is ~l~e angle
of the cone (fig. 10). Because ~. is known, the value of q
and, therefore, of a can be determined.
The components o, aid on in the plane 0=0 or 8= r do
noq change when, for the axis of reference, the axis of the
body is assumed; but the corresponding value of @ is in-
creased at q (fig. 10). The value of w changes; the vahle
of wzb~fcan be determined from the value of w by means of
equation (72c).
For practical calculations it is convenient to use nondi-
mensiomd coticients obtained by dividing all the velocity
components by the limiting velocity 171. The expression
a/171can be obtained from equation (39d).
For small values of a, the values of v,,, v%, WC,and ~la
are independent of a and, therefore, the flow for evwry other
value of a can be obtained from this determination. The
calculations can be graphical or analytical,
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